Fast-marching segmentation of three-dimensional intravascular ultrasound images: a pre- and post-intervention study.
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is a vascular imaging technique that is used to study atherosclerosis since it has the ability to show the lumen and the vessel wall. Cross-sectional images of blood vessels are produced and they provide quantitative assessment of the vascular wall, information about the nature of atherosclerotic lesions, as well as the plaque shape and size. Due to the ultrasound speckle, catheter artifacts, or calcification shadows, the automated analysis of large IVUS data sets represents an important challenge. A multiple interface 3D fast-marching method is presented for the detection of the lumen and external vessel wall boundaries. The segmentation is based on a combination of region and contour information, namely, the gray level probability density functions of the vessel structures and the intensity gradient. The detection of the lumen boundary is fully automatic. The segmentation method includes an interactive initialization procedure of the external vessel wall border. The segmentation method was applied to 20 in vivo IVUS data sets acquired from femoral arteries. This database contained three subgroups: Pullbacks acquired before balloon angioplasty (n=7), after the intervention (n=7), and at a 1 yr follow-up examination (n=6). Results were compared to validation contours that were manually traced by two experts on more than 1500 individual frames. For all subgroups, no significant difference was found between the area measurements of the segmentation and validation contours for the lumen and external vessel wall. Moreover, high intraclass correlation coefficients (> 0.96) between the area of the manually traced contours and detected boundaries with the fast-marching method were obtained for both vessel layers over the whole database. The segmentation performance was also evaluated with point-to-point contour distances between segmentation results and manually traced contours. A good overall accuracy was obtained with average distances < 0.13 mm and maximum distances < 0.46 mm, indicating a good performance in regions lacking information or containing artifacts. Only small differences of less than a pixel (0.02 mm) were observed between the average distance metrics of each subgroup, which prove the segmentation consistency. This new IVUS segmentation method provides accurate results that correspond well to the experts' manually traced contours, but requires much less manual interactions and is faster.